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Backlist Highlights
Poetry
Message Sticks
Joséphine Bacon

Troubled Pilgrimage

“Message Sticks/
Tshissinuatshitakana is one of those
books you want to give to a friend,
saying, ‘Here, drink in this light.’”
—Denise Brassard, art actuel

A Sindhi from an exiled family in
India, now a Canadian, returns to
the homeland of his ancestors, now in
Pakistan, to find his preconceptions
shaken. Wrenching and eye-opening.

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-09-7
Spring 2013 | trade paperback | $21.95

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-26-4
Fall 2013 | trade paperback | $24.90

The Ghosts of Smyrna
Loren Edizel

Re-Imaging the Sky
Newcomer Women Collective

“An absorbing read . . . a wonderful
foray into cultural history, a masterful
interweaving of large-scale political
events and the minute particulars of
daily life.” —Morris Berman, author of
Dark Ages America

“Newcomer women sharing their
feelings, passions, politics, joys, and
views on life with all and sundry is
noteworthy; and especially because
they are doing so in creative writing.”
—Dr. Althea Prince

Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-22-6
Fall 2013 | trade paperback | $20.95

Fiction | Anthology
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-08-0
Spring 2013 | trade paperback | $20.95

Voices from Kibuli
Country
Dannabang Kuwabong

Wanting in Arabic

Passage to Pakistan

Balwant Bhaneja

280 James Street North
Hamilton ON L8R 2L3
p: 905.972.9885
e: info@wolsakandwynn.ca
w: www.wolsakandwynn.ca

Wolsak and Wynn is a quirky literary press based in the heart of Hamilton. With steel mills on one side of us, the Niagara
escarpment on the other and Toronto somewhere off in the distance we spend our time producing brilliant, highly individual
and sometimes provocative books. Wander through our site to see books by writers including Oana Avasilichioaei, Gregory
Betts, David Collier, Glen Downie, Christine Fischer Guy, Catherine Graham, David Groulx, Richard Harrison, Ken Howe,
Jeanette Lynes, D. D. Miller, Catherine Owen, Robert Priest, Tanis Rideout, Heather Spears, Moez Surani, John Terpstra,
Alexis von Konigslow, Naomi Beth Wakan and Ian Williams. We’ve an author for almost every letter of the alphabet.

Second Edition

Trish Salah

“Kuwabong carefully and lovingly
incises his poetry of place on the
palimpsest of lost memory...[Voices]
is everywhere where the pain of exile
exists.” —M Nourbese Philip

“...Salah’s writing bosoms up every damn
dam in the literary waterway.”
—The Globe and Mail

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-28-8
Fall 2013 | trade paperback | $19.95

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-927494-30-1
Fall 2013 | trade paperback | $19.95

The Harem
Safia Fazlul

Beyond Sangre Grande

“The novel is unflinching in its
documentation of the raw frustration
of a life lived on the margins...The
Harem is realism at its most honest
and messy.”
—Quill & Quire

This anthology brings together a
contemporary selection in English from
some of the key Caribbean writers now
living in Canada, the Caribbean, and
elsewhere. Forty-four contributors,
Introduction by Cyril Dabydeen.

Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894770-98-9
Fall 2012 | trade paperback | $20.95

Fiction | Anthology
ISBN-13: 978-1-894770-66-8
Fall 2011 | trade paperback | $28.95
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Contact:

Caribbean Writing Today

Cyril Dabydeen
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Fiction

Young Adult Fiction
The Midnight Games

The Capacity for Infinite Happiness

Who expects to see a human sacrifice during a football game?

A moving, tragicomic novel of mathematics, family secrets and Harpo Marx.

David Neil Lee

When Nate slipped into Ivor Wynne Stadium to check out the midnight games that are
keeping his neighbourhood up at night, he knew something wasn’t right, but he had no idea
how strange, and deadly, things would be. In this thrilling young adult novel, set in gritty,
This is the next wave of young
post-industrial Hamilton, David Neil Lee blends the rich horror of H. P. Lovecraft with the
adult writing, supernatural
horror that draws from the work pace of a modern mystery. Nate Silva has snuck into one of the rituals of the Resurrection
Church of the Ancients, and soon his days and nights are dogged by ancient books, giant
of H. P. Lovecraft.
centipedes and geometric curses that bring death down upon you in the form of glowing
A fast-paced story with wellhounds. The Midnight Games is a page-turner of a book, eerie and enthralling.
drawn characters and an
atmospheric setting, sure to draw
readers in.
Review copies to all local and
children’s media outlets.
Author launches in Hamilton
and Toronto and a school
David Neil Lee is a writer and double bassist. Originally from BC, he spent years in the
focused tour throughout
Toronto art scene and on BC’s Sunshine Coast. He currently lives in Hamilton, Ontario. His
Ontario.
previous novel, Commander Zero, was released in 2012 from Tightrope Books.
Western reading tour, with
concentration on BC, where the
author has a strong following.

Sales & Marketing:

•
•
•
•
•
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Also Available:
The Battle of the Five Spot:
Ornette Coleman and the New
York Jazz Field
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-85-1
$20.00 | trade paperback

Young Adult Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-96-7
ISBN-10: 1-894987-96-9
$12.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 200 pp | Ages 14+
May 2015
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Alexis

von

Konigslow

Sales & Marketing:
Mathematician Emily Kogan’s family is good at keeping their secrets. But when she uses her
visit to the vacation lodge they own to conduct research for a graduate thesis on measuring
• A Buckrider Book.
the influence of interpersonal relationships, she learns far more than she bargained for.
During her investigation at the Treasure Island Lodge—a resort that has catered to the Jewish • This is a work of historical
fiction set in Prince Edward
community since the early 1930s, when their clientele would have been turned away from
County, well written and with
segregated hotels—she discovers long-buried clues to the mystery of her family’s true identity,
broad appeal.
and how old friends, kind neighbours and even the famous Harpo Marx all played their roles
•
The book has strong appeal
in an astonishing tale of ill-fated love, extraordinary courage and a daring transatlantic escape.
for Jewish readers, as the story
deals with Russian pogroms and
immigration.
• We will have Toronto and
Hamilton launches, as well
as a launch in Prince Edward
County.
•
There will be a review copy mail
Alexis von Konigslow has a degree in Mathematics and Physics, and an M.F.A. in creative
out to all national, local and
writing. She lives in Toronto with her husband and son.
literary media.
• There will be festival submissions
to all major festivals, particularly
IFOA, Kingston, Windsor and
Winnipeg, along with a Western
tour.

Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-97-4
ISBN-10: 1-894987-97-7
$22.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 300 pp
April 2015
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Previously Announced Fiction
Cantata

The Other 23 and a Half Hours

Waves blur the edges between fact and fiction, memory and history in this compelling
debut novel.

There’s so much more to being a poet than starving in a garret.

Clare Goulet

A cantata is a vocal composition with instrumental accompaniment, woven around a
narrative. In Clare Goulet’s hands it becomes a rich story, weaving music, water and words
Highly literary title, will do well into a beguiling tapestry. Cantata moves effortlessly between storylines, from a young woman
who discovers she lost her twin sister to drowning, to Virginia Woolf, to Rabbi Ernest Klein
in the Maritimes.
with his history shrouded by WW II and his Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of
Author is well-connected in
the English Language. Goulet is an adept and thoughtful writer, her characters are nuanced,
literary circles and academic
and her love of the history and texture of language is obvious in this lyrical composition.
circles.
Scattered with pieces of an original score and etymological citations, Cantata is a book that
Strong World War II theme,
pushes the boundaries of form, while never losing sight of the importance of a captivating
with Virginia Woolf and the
story.
Rabbi both being impacted by
the war.
Eastern Jewish history, a
different take than what we
normally see, not holocaust
oriented.
Clare Goulet teaches in the English Department at Mount Saint Vincent University,
Original musical score created
where she is now Programme Facilitator for the Voices Project at the Institute for the Study of
for the book.
Women. She was an editor for ten years with Brick Books and has occasionally edited poetry,
fiction and non-fiction for Gaspereau Press.

Sales & Marketing:

•
•
•
•
•

Non-Fiction
Or Everything You Wanted to Know that Your MFA Didn’t
Teach You
Catherine Owen

Sales & Marketing:
It might be counterintuitive, but Catherine Owen believes being a writer involves much
more than writing. In this provocative book she examines the moving parts of the literary
• The book will contain
community and explains what makes it tick. Starting with reading, which Owen believes is
appendices with information
a fundamental part of being a writer, she considers activities such as reviewing, translating,
on skills such as how to make a
hosting radio shows and even running small presses. With over sixty interviews as well as her
chapbook, how to get started as
own experiences to draw on, Owen sketches a compelling picture of what a literary life can be.
a book reviewer, etc.
Readers will come away with a new appreciation for the dynamism of the Canadian literary
•
This author has a strong
scene and the inspiration to contribute to it.
following in the literary
community, is well-known as
Praise for Seeing Lessons:
both a poet and an essayist.
“Catherine Owen’s book of poetry, Seeing Lessons, demonstrates the power of both optical
•
There will be review copies to
and linguistic imagery to capture the past and show us the present with new eyes.”
all major, regional and literary
—Ian Devenney, Alternatives Journal
media.
• Author launches in BC,
Hamilton and Toronto;
Catherine Owen is the author of ten collections of poetry, including Designated Mourner,
submissions to all major literary
Trobairitz, Seeing Lessons and Frenzy. Her collection of memoirs and essays is called
festivals.
Catalysts: Confrontations with the muse. Frenzy won the Alberta Book Prize and other
•
An extensive national tour,
collections have been nominated for the BC Book Prize, the ReLit, the CBC Literary Prize
with workshops and readings
and the George Ryga Award. Owen lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.
is planned, hitting all major
Canadian cities.
Also Available:
Catalysts:
Confrontations with the muse
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-59-2
$17.00 | trade paperback

Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-91-2
ISBN-10: 1-894987-91-8
$18.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 120 pp
April 2015
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Non-Fiction | Cultural Studies
ISBN-13: 978-1-928088-00-4
ISBN-10: 1-928088-0-07
$20.00 | trade paperback
6" x 9" | 200 pp | 5 B&W illustrations
May 2015
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Poetry

Poetry
Thrillows & Despairos

We Can’t Ever Do This Again

The long-awaited new collection from one of Toronto’s favourite poets.

A powerful and assured new voice in Canadian poetry.

Chris Chambers

Sales & Marketing:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Like Frank O’Hara in New York or Carl Sandburg in Chicago, some poets draw their creative
energy from the city around them; Chris Chambers is such a poet. But he is also a nature
A Buckrider Book.
poet. Revealed through his poetry, Toronto is a city of equal parts nightlife and wildlife, a
This is a well-known Toronto
crucible and a chrysalis, a vessel in which things smolder and transform. What would Toronto
author with a long-awaited book. look like through the lens of a visionary Polish filmmaker? How does a city dream? These
The collection features
poems are generous with imagery and verve. They speak lovingly about a connection with a
accessible, warm poetry, with
place, and in their whimsy and good nature, ascend to the universal.
strong Toronto focus.
There will be a review copy
Praise for Lake Where No One Swims:
mail out to all local and literary “Lake Where No One Swims exhibits a superior attention to craft and an understanding of
media.
the necessary complex relationship between life and art.”
We will have Toronto and
—Kevin Connolly, Eye Weekly
Hamilton launches, along with
Ontario readings.
There will be submissions
to major literary festivals,
Chris Chambers is the author of Lake Where No One Swims and Wild Mouse (with
particularly Kingston and
Derek McCormack), which was nominated for the Toronto Book Award. These poems have
Ottawa, and an Eastern reading appeared in Taddle Creek, Jacket, This Magazine, The Literary Review of Canada and were
tour.
awarded the K. M. Hunter Artist Award.

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-98-1
ISBN-10: 1-894987-98-5
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp
April 2015
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Amber McMillan

Sales & Marketing:
A blind boy comforts himself with a telephone’s dial tone and later becomes an international
prankster. The discovery of a fox crucified in a toolshed prefigures the breakdown of a close
• A Buckrider Book.
relationship. McMillan’s poems render both the public and the intimate with uncanny
• These are bright, sharply written
precision. They show us how these two worlds influence and invade one another. The flux
poems from a new author.
and flicker of private memories are captured and projected brightly onto a shared, communal
space. This is an adroit poetry that moves beyond confession; rather, it first stands witness, and • This author has a following in
both BC and Toronto.
then records, and then transmits its experiences to us like a gift.
• There will be a review copy
mail out to all local and literary
media.
• We will have Toronto and Ham“McMillan’s slyly titled We Can’t Ever Do This Again has…a rich, demotic voice that feels
ilton launches, along with an
delivered so intimately you can almost feel the breath.”
Ontario reading tour.
—Jeff Latosik, author of Tiny, Frantic, Stronger
• There will be submissions to major literary festivals, particularly
Vancouver International Writer’s
Amber McMillan’s poems have appeared in The Puritan, CV2, Forget Magazine and
Festival, Victoria Writer’s
subTerrain among others. She currently lives on Protection Island, BC. We Can’t Ever Do
Festival and the Banff-Calgary
This Again is her first book.
Writers Festival.

Poetry
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-98-8
ISBN-10: 1-894987-99-3
$18.00 | trade paperback
5.75" x 8.5" | 80 pp
April 2015
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Backlist highlights
Counting Teeth
A Namibian Story

Peter Midgley

Backlist Highlights
The Umbrella Mender
Christine Fischer Guy

A talented nurse in the early 1950s,
With his nineteen-year-old daughter,
Hazel MacPherson went to Moose
a collection of maps and the help of
Factory to help fight the epidemic
an opinionated GPS, Peter Midgley
of tuberculosis ravaging the
sets out across Namibia. Stories about
indigenous peoples. It was a desperate
Portuguese explorers and the first
undertaking, fraught with cultural and
genocide of the twentieth century
language difficulties that hampered
collect on the back seat of their
the urgent efforts of the medical staff.
car alongside the author’s earliest
Hazel is soon distracted from the
memories of growing up in Namibia,
tensions
of
the
hospital
by
an
enigmatic drifter named Gideon
creating a compelling portrait of this complex and vibrant country.
Judge with tragic results.
“A rich and fascinating tale.”
—Esi Edugyan, author of Half-Blood Blues
Peter Midgley is an author, editor, storyteller and playwright
based in Edmonton. Born in Namibia, he came to Canada with
his family to pursue his studies and found himself staying.

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-89-9
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $22.00

“An irresistible voice, an absolutely compelling read from start to
finish.” —Miriam Toews 		
Christine Fischer Guy’s fiction has appeared in journals across
Canada and been nominated for the Journey Prize. She reviews for
The Globe and Mail and is an award-winning journalist. She lives
in Toronto.
Fiction | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-90-5
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $22.00		

Great Power and Great
Responsibility

In Grace’s Kitchen

Douglas Mann

Vince Agro

The Philosophical Politics
of Comic Books

Great Power and Great
Responsibility is a thoughtprovoking collection of essays that
delves into the philosophies that
underlie many of the great comic
series. From Sheena to Marvel’s
Civil War, Mann considers a wide variety of comic storylines
and characters, how they reflect the political times that formed
them and the culture that both creates and enjoys them.
Douglas Mann is an adjunct professor at the University of
Western Ontario in media studies and sociology. He is the
author of three previous books and over a hundred academic and
newspaper articles.
Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-79-0
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $25.00
30 b&w illustrations
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Memories and recipes
from an Italian-Canadian
childhood

In Grace’s Kitchen we walk
through the streets of an earlier
Hamilton, one filled with church
bells, butcher shops and the scent of
something wonderful cooking. Agro
captures a way of life that is slipping
away, and invites us to stand at the stove with him and recreate the
recipes that bound the Agro family together; that Grace perfected
many years ago.

Mr. Sapiens
Jesse Patrick Ferguson

Invasive Species
Claire Caldwell

In Mr. Sapiens Ferguson tells us
of fighter pilots made redundant by
unmanned drones, the secrets hidden
in great works of art and the stability
of the Earth’s core. Mr. Sapiens is a
chameleon, a master of disguise, the
consummate Everyman. Ferguson’s
subtle poems catch us with our guard down and change the
world before our eyes.

In Invasive Species the calamities of
climate change and the dangers of the
natural world are juxtaposed against
the intimacies of daily life. Wildcats
invade condominium balconies. A girl
learns how natural it feels to hold a
shotgun. Caldwell renders all of these
improbable connections in startlingly original verse, alive with
compassion and wit.

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-88-2
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-87-5
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

David Foster Wallace
Ruined My Suicide and
Other Stories
D.D. Miller

Everyone is CO2
David James Brock

Filled with burning parade floats, bear
attacks and roller derby leagues, D.D.
Miller’s short stories present us with
a comical collection of slacker heroes
who get what they deserve in unexpected ways. These men are survivors
who fail to see how fortunate they are,
and who watch helplessly as their lives unravel, if only because
they fail to act.

Crafting poems that delight scholars
and fanboys alike, Brock addresses
the things that influence our private
mythologies, from television to space
exploration, from heavy metal to the
epic of Gilgamesh. He brings together
all his experience as a dramatist and
lyricist to mine the zeitgeist and write poems sure to entertain the
most discerning pop-cultural intellectual.

Fiction | Short Stories | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-84-4
Spring 2014 | trade paperback | $20.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-83-7
Spring 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

The Stag Head Spoke
Erina Harris

The Battle of the Five
Spot: Ornette Coleman and
the New York Jazz Field

David Neil Lee

Vince Agro currently lives in Hamilton with his family. He
taught high school English and served on Hamilton City Council
for many years. He now runs a life insurance and employee benefit
consulting company. His previous book, The Good Doctor, was
awarded the 2012 F. G. Bressani Literary Prize for Fiction.

Erina Harris’s first full-length work is
a brilliant questioning of traditional
forms ranging from the fairy tale to
the sonnet. The collection is composed
of two serial poems, or “Books,”
within which the poems build upon
each other to create their own careful
language. Throughout the collection Harris uses rhyme in
innovative and unexpected ways.

In 1959, when saxophonist Ornette
Coleman brought his quartet to New
York’s Five Spot Café, the music
ignited a storm of controversy, and
spurred a struggle between styles of
jazz that has never quite subsided. Lee
explores the debate around Coleman’s
innovation in terms of its relationships to social change and issues
of power within arts communities.

Non-Fiction | Poplar Press
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-80-6
Fall 2014 | trade paperback | $20.00

Poetry | A Buckrider Book
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-82-0
Spring 2014 | trade paperback | $18.00

Non-Fiction
ISBN-13: 978-1-894987-85-1
Spring 2014 | trade paperback | $20.00
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